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Session Objectives

1. Define “flipped classroom”
2. Background on IPE @UAlberta
3. How & why flipped activities incorporated into large course
4. Evaluation results
Flipped Classroom

• Popular trend in education
• Blended approach (online & face-to-face)
• Study content online pre-class; do “homework” or active learning in class
• More time in the classroom for interaction with instructors and peers
IPE @UAlberta
IP Competencies Frameworks

CIHC

UAlberta
Introductory IPE Course

1095 students from 11 different health science disciplines were enrolled in the INT D 410 Winter 2015 course.

Dentistry: 33
Human Ecology: 1
Medical Laboratory Science: 26
Medicine: 154
Nursing: 419
Nutrition: 43
Occupational Therapy: 118
Pharmacy: 125
Physical Education & Recreation: 14
Physical Therapy: 109
Speech-Language Pathology: 53
Competency-Based Course Examining Team Process

Role Clarification

Communication

Patient-Centred Care

Collaboration

Reflection
Flipped Activities

1. First class of term delivered entirely online (async)
   – “Why IPE?” multimedia elearning module; self-check quiz

Rationale:

   – Replace text article readings
   – Reduce in-class time allocated to didactic presentation
   – Replace first weekly 3-hour class
   – Greater consistency across course sections (50+ facilitators)
   – Ease first week course administration (late registrants, section change requests, some students away 1st week)
Collaborative leadership

Shared between practitioners and the patient.
Flipped Activities

2. Online prep for class 2 (asynchronous)
   – Discipline-specific text discussion forums

Rationale:
   – More student participation than in-person discussions (each student required to post to receive credit)
   – Faculty more guides than leads; reduce didactic aspect
   – Easier to schedule faculty to moderate discussions
   – More in-class time for synthesizing, active teamwork
   – Less after-class time needed for team homework
   – Optimizing facilitators – more time to provide guidance
Does the "Male Nurse" stigma still exist?

by [Redacted] - Tuesday, 6 January 2015, 11:12 AM

After explaining to my friends and relatives that I had decided on nursing as my undergraduate program and future profession, most were in joyous agreement with my decision. However, as soon as I mentioned "nursing" with certain individuals, I was greeted with an awkward silence followed by an array of questions and comments. "You want to be a male nurse?" or "interesting", or simply "Why?" were all said.

For some, a nurse is still a female health professional, and this is not a bad thing by any means. Change requires time and proper education regarding the adjustment of one's current mindset. We are presently in Alberta, home to an evolving and rapidly changing construction industry seeing more and more women undergo apprenticeships for trade work in an industry that is predominantly male. Therefore, this misconception is an issue of redefining societal acceptance; negative stereotypes can and should be broken. I believe that gender should be both diverse and equal in every workplace. With this being said, a male nurse is a nurse, first and foremost.

Has anyone else experienced a similar event? Do you think that our diversity of practice as nurses is changed with gender diversity in the workplace?

Re: Does the "Male Nurse" stigma still exist?

by [Redacted] - Tuesday, 6 January 2015, 11:22 AM

From a female perspective, I believe that one of the reasons this stereotype exists is because of the amount of males compared to females within the program. I remember thinking the same thing when I was younger. Now that I am in this program myself, I believe that a nurse is a nurse, regardless of their gender. The increasing amount of males choosing this path for this profession is completely progressive. I believe that the diversity in gender could also help some patients feel more comfortable in their vulnerable positions. Some patients may prefer a certain gender to the other, making it easier for the patient to trust their nurse with each and every concern they may have. This can be an advantage toward providing the patient with the best care that we possibly can. I definitely agree that this misconception still exists throughout society, and that the stereotype should and will eventually become nonexistent.

Show parent | Reply

Re: Does the "Male Nurse" stigma still exist?

by [Redacted] - Friday, 9 January 2015, 12:30 PM

Although society today has adapted more of an open mind concerning the acceptance of others and a greater awareness of gender equality, I personally believe that there is a stigma towards male nurses that still exists. I agree that this stigma is nowhere near the degree to which it once existed and it has improved over the years along with many other human rights movements, but there's no doubt that male nurses still may have to deal with this issue when choosing to pursue a career that at one time was a career field exclusively for women. The stigma attached to male nurses in my mind, is similar to that of a stay at home dad, it is getting more popular and less scrutinized by others however for those who still harbor that old school black and white mindset, may be in for a slight culture shock when seeing this gender "role reversal" first hand.
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Flipped Activities

3. Online prep for class 4 (asynchronous)
   – LiveBook online platform for “Mr. Mysenko” case study
     (videos, quizzes, electronic charting, online team planning)

Rationale:
   – Improve student preparation for in-class work on this case
   – Annotated guide through patient care scenario; questions to consider; team complete patient chart
   – Track student activity in reviewing the case materials
   – Team space to co-construct written plan for class
   – More in-class time for practice in team-family meeting with standardized patients)
Meet Mysenko

What does John say he is concerned about regarding his dad?

- He abuses his medication
- He sleeps all day
- He can't remember names of family members
- His wife passed away recently and seems depressed
Methods

• **Surveys:**
  - Short open-ended satisfaction/feedback survey soon after they completed each of Class 1 & Class 4
  - Longer survey near the end of the course (quantitative and open questions) – this was part of a larger multi-course campus project regarding blended learning

• Examined student usage tracking data from course management system & case study platform

• Student interviews

• Discussions with faculty
Evaluation Results

Student survey regarding online Class 1 (60 responses; n=600)

What aspect(s) of these activities do you feel will be helpful to for your work in this course or future practice?

- Gave a quick intro to the course so we didn't have to spend a full class learning it from the instructor.
- I liked the video because I learn better visually instead of reading about the concepts.
- The online activities helped me better understand team roles and other health professions so we can enhance our collective competence to better help the patient.

Suggestions for improvement:

- IPE intro module too long (shorter edited version is now in use)
- Voiceover team functional roles video too long, lacks example of health team in action (new shorter animation in production, which will include a realistic example of a health team meeting demonstrating effective team function)
Evaluation Results

Survey re: online case study (12 responses; n=85)

• **How easy was it to navigate LiveBook or use the interactive features?**
  6 said easy, 6 mentioned technical issues.

• **What did you like most about using LiveBook for the Mysenko case?**
  Interactive, everything in one place, see video & patient chart side-by-side, the whole team could work together.

• **Any comments about the elearning approach?**
  Each step was self-explanatory; the questions given were helpful; you were able to use it on your own time.

• **Suggestions for improvement**
  See group members, add printing function, indication of who made updates, provide in-class demo of LiveBook beforehand, fix technical glitches.
Evaluation Results

End of course survey (93 responses; n=600)

1. In which format would you prefer the content from the first class (Introduction to IP concepts & professional roles) be offered?

    - Completely online (as it was) 60%
    - Completely face-to-face 22%
    - Blended (some online and some face-to-face) 18%
Evaluation Results

End of course survey

2. If the same course was being offered in different formats, which course format would you prefer?

- Completely online 29%
- Completely face-to-face 17%
- Blended (some online and some face-to-face) 54%
Evaluation Results

End of course survey

3. If you had a choice between participation in classroom discussion or online discussion which would you choose?

- Online discussion 34%
- Classroom discussion 38%
- Both online and classroom discussion 21%
- No discussion 8%
End of course survey

4. If the Mr. Mysenko case study was used again, which format would you prefer to work on the case study?

- Completely online 21%
- Completely face-to-face 41%
- Blended (some online and some face-to-face) 38%
Evaluation Results

Student Interviews & Faculty Discussions were consistent with the survey results already presented.
Next Steps in Flipped Learning

• Continue to develop online resources for flipped learning in the large IP course (awarded an internal campus grant for blended learning).

• Add a flipped component to facilitator training for the large IP course; traditionally was just f2f workshops; now includes 8 weeks (1 hr each) of asynchronous online modules to complete prior to f2f workshops.

• Further develop online case studies in LiveBook.

• Continue to incorporate flipped learning activities in future IPE development.
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